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Office Memorandum^ unitedWMMm
TO : Bie Files

FROM :

tXt^RNMENT

1956

SUBJECT: RD-107, ttak Order 2. Power Source Development

1.

A visit was made to the|
^ ^ ^

New York on 11 October 1956 to monitor development activity unaer

the subject task order. Present were;

2.

Ohe contractor Is In receipt of translated Soviet scientific pa^rs

on thermocouples obtained froid ^4 4
.?^

has W some contacts with qualified scientists who h^e conferred directly
Lectured on Soviet

thermocouple development during a visit to urance ana' Canada. As a result

of the above, the cSractor Is convinced that the USSR has a therm^ouple J

with a 1CW& efficiency, at least In the laboratory and perhaps In pr^uctlon.

Its of the opinion that the USSR lags one year In semiconductor

research. Is even with the U.S. In ferrite development and leads theJJ.S^

^n tihA'rmocGfii'Dle deslfitu by two years*

3.

ate significance of high efficiency thermocouples compares with the

Inroortance of the transistor. Thermocouples, as a power source, cowert heat

to electrical energy. Conversely, the application of a DC pot^^i^ across

the couple Increases the molecular agitation and liberates heat. However,

If the polaidty of the applied voltage is reversed molecular agltati^ is

arrest^ and heat is absorbed. Ohls latter action is known as the leitier

effect and is the key to electronic refrigeration. Biere are immediate

applications for a device of such efficiency In missile and su^rsonic

aircraft design as well as in the refrigeration and air conditioning IMust^r.

The enthusiasm with which this hlf»-effIclency thermocouple was received left

me with the Impression that
|

ls ready and willing to m^e available its

own scientific talent and money to further thermocouple efficiency once

physical proof of Soviet accomplishments are established. See Paragraph f

below.
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5» !lhennocaupl.e transistor development are similar in that element

purification control of added linpurltles is re(3.ulred*
^

—

The contractor—
hoft constructed an oven designed aloxig lines suggested hyl 1

(a consxiltant and perhaps the most noted authority on thermoelectric generators

in the U.S.). Calibration of the oven was in progress at the time of this

visit.

6. Laboratory tests on the larger have been per-

formed which Indicate that the 1000 watts of energy available from a Bunsen

burner would provide a 25 watt output for an efficiency of Heat transfer

characteristics studied outside the laboratory with different types of fires

(producing from 550 watts to 925 watts at the hot junction) Indicated that

perhaps 9 to 15 watts of electrical energy, (an efficiency somewhere between

1,5^ and 2^) would be available from lower energy heat sources.

7. No progress has been made on the hydrogen fuel cell nor solid

electrolyte since the last visit.

were both concentrating on the thennocouple problem and that a
I ___ « — . I ^ aMM “f*

would be assigned to solid electrolyte Investigations^r the next
I u _ — k.t n a TVT

few months.
Ordnance contract recently Interrupted.

Las worked on silver-brmnide cells for| imder a Navy

8. !Ilhe \indersigned accepted delivery of 5 narrowband and 1 broadband

ferrite antennas.
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